Integrate Pricing and Incentive Data That Your Shoppers Care About Most

Cox Automotive Rebates & Incentives tools enable your shoppers to make informed purchase decisions by using our transparent pricing and incentive data. Our incentive data is consistent across all advertising, marketing, and software channels – empowering dealers and OEMs with the price assurance and payment accuracy only Cox Automotive Rebates & Incentives can provide.

Our data updates in real time, with an average time to market of 10 hours or less after an incentive update is published by our OEM partners.

Through a 99.997% accuracy rate, we ensure that your customers have the right data.

Granular incentives eligibility, accurate for specific vehicles and trim packages.

We offer coverage in both the U.S. and Canada, including pre/post-tax integration.

Our sourcing network includes rates and incentives data directly from OEMs and lenders.

We provide CPO, standard, and third-party rates from more than 150 lenders.

Support through a team of designated implementation & client care specialists with decades of automotive industry experience.

Integrate EV tax credit data on the federal, state, and provincial levels.

Learn how you can tap into integrated incentives today!
Contact us at ais.RebateIncentiveSales@coxautoinc.com or by calling (734) 332-1970